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Abstract: Understanding and simulating the dynamic characteristics of the hydro-turbine governor 24 
system is essential to guarantee the safety of the hydro-power systems. This study proposes a modification 25 
method of the water head at the draft tube inlet, which is to discretize the draft tube and introduce the 26 
excitation term of the vortex rope. The proposed approach is applied for the modeling of the hydro-turbine 27 
governor system. The proposed model (Model I) is verified by means of a comparison with a second 28 
model (Model II) of the hydro-turbine governor system model without considering the vortex rope and 29 
verified against the experimental data during the load reduction. The model developed is accurate 30 
providing errors of the water head, inlet water head and flow of the hydro-turbine for Model Ⅰ are within 31 
±3.3%, ±2% and ±5%, respectively. The proposed model overcomes the limitations of Model Ⅱ in the 32 
time-domain and frequency-domain since that only provides the average pressure at the draft tube, which 33 
do not reflect the pressure fluctuation and energy fluctuation. Instead the proposed model allows to 34 
capture and model the energy fluctuation during the load reduction as shown in the experimental results. 35 
The proposed model promotes the development of the hydro-turbine governor system model. 36 
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1.Introduction 39 
Hydropower is the excellent renewable energy with many advantages [1], such as no fuel, low cost, 40 

no environmental pollution and flexible operation. On the one hand, hydropower reduces the uncertainty 41 
of the power output and ensures the safe and stable operation of the power grid through the flexible 42 
operation. On the other hand, hydropower reduces the greenhouse gas emissions by replacing the fossil 43 
energy, helping to achieve the goal of "carbon neutral". Therefore, hydropower plays an essential role in 44 
optimizing the power grid structure and achieving the sustainability goals [2]. 45 

Furthermore, the function of the hydroelectric generating unit has changed from "energy supply" to 46 
"energy regulation" under the background of the energy reform [3]. Thus, the unit operation under the 47 
partial load becomes more and more important where the draft tube produces the vortex rope [4-5], which 48 
in turn causes the high intensity and low frequency pressure fluctuations [6], leading to the fluctuation of 49 
the hydro-turbine water head [7]. This fluctuation threatens the safety of the hydro-turbine governor 50 
system and the stability of the power grid frequency [8]. Therefore, more attention needs to be paid to the 51 
stability problem of the hydro-turbine governor system caused by the vortex rope in the draft tube. 52 

The pressure fluctuation caused by the vortex rope, can be study using the theoretical methods [9], 53 
or performing the experimental tests [10] or via the numerical simulation [11]. The theoretical analysis 54 
allows to deduce the law reflecting the internal flow of the draft tube by using the logical relationship 55 
[12]. Nishi et al. [13] used the static vortex rope model to predict the precession frequency of the vortex 56 
rope in the draft tube, but the universality of this method needs to be further verified. On this basis, Wu 57 
et al. [14] deduced the relationship between the hydro-turbine operating conditions and the pressure 58 
fluctuation in the draft tube and proposed a calculation formula of the velocity rotation component, which 59 
opened a new idea for the study of the vortex rope formation mechanism. However, the flow 60 
characteristics of the vortex rope are complex and the simplification introduced by the analytical 61 
approaches limit their applicability. 62 

The experimental research requires the availability and access to the real machines and perform the 63 
experiments. The cost of such experiments is generally very high and the operation is difficult [15]. 64 
Kirschner et al. [16] studied the relationship between the pressure fluctuation frequency measured at the 65 
draft tube wall and the movement of the vortex rope by using the particle image velocimetry. The results 66 
showed that the low frequency pressure fluctuation is correlating with the vortex rope movement. In [17], 67 
Arthur et al. proved that the impact of both the speed and discharge factors on the precession frequency 68 
and the system natural frequency can be represented only by the swirl number through a reduced scale 69 
physical model of a Francis hydro-turbine. Qiao et al. [18] discovered that the draft tube pressure 70 
fluctuation affects the swing of the unit and identified the hydraulic instability factors causing the impact 71 
by conducting a full range variable load test on a 200MW Francis hydro-turbine, which provided a 72 
guarantee for the safe operation of the unit. Because of the associated costs, the experimental research is 73 
rarely and often used together with the numerical simulations. 74 

The numerical experiments are used to overcome the limitation of the theoretical and experimental 75 
approaches where the mathematical models are solved numerically by the computer program. Although 76 
the accuracy and reliability of the numerical simulation might be inferior to the experimental research, it 77 
is the low-cost approach and easy to operate [19-20]. Liu et al. [21] simulated the dynamic characteristics 78 
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of the pump turbine in the transient process based on the dynamic grid method, and obtained that the inlet 79 
flow from the draft tube to the runner had the greatest influence on the pressure fluctuation under the 80 
condition of the reverse flow. Nahale et al. [22] used the transient numerical simulation method to study 81 
the dynamic characteristics of the vortex rope during the load change process identifying the four different 82 
flow states of the vortex rope. In [23], Alexis et al. used a three-dimensional simulation model, and found 83 
that the low-frequency disturbances, as instabilities taking source from the fluid structure itself, can 84 
override strong flow gradients and exert a higher backward influence farther than the high-frequency 85 
perturbations. Simon et al. [24] proposed to use the optimal control theory to control the vortex rope, 86 
which was verified by the numerical simulation. This method shrinks the vortex rope to the center line of 87 
the draft tube and suppresses the pressure fluctuation in the draft tube. Sébastien et al [25] established a 88 
one-dimensional draft tube model based on the flow equation and the momentum equation, which 89 
introduced the convective terms in the momentum equation and combined with the divergent geometry 90 
of the draft tube. The model enhanced the applicability of the one-dimensional draft tube model. The 91 
above research analyzed the dynamic characteristics of the vortex rope in detail and found that the 92 
pressure fluctuation of the draft tube affects the stability of the hydro-turbine governor system, but did 93 
not consider the vortex rope in detail from the perspective of the hydro-turbine governor system. Because 94 
the vortex rope affects the hydro-turbine governor system through the water head, further research is still 95 
needed to study the modification of the water head calculation method at the inlet of the draft tube and its 96 
application to the hydro-turbine governor system model. 97 

From the above review, even though the hydro-turbine governor system is affected by the vortex 98 
rope in the draft tube, this is seldom investigated. Doing so could bring a different perspective and expand 99 
the current understanding. Studies on the model of the hydro-turbine governor system are relatively 100 
simple and some characteristics of the pressure fluctuation caused by the vortex rope are not captured. 101 
Therefore, the main objectives of this study are: (i) To establish the relationship between the hydro-turbine 102 
governor system and the vortex rope in the draft tube, (ii) to analyze the time-frequency domain 103 
characteristic information of the vortex rope excitation, (iii) to analyze the influence of the guide vane 104 
closing time on the draft tube pressure fluctuation during the load reduction. 105 

This paper focuses on improving the calculation accuracy of the water head at the draft tube in the 106 
hydro-turbine governor system. Therefore, this work proposes the following three main novel aspects: 107 
•The vortex rope excitation is innovatively introduced into the hydro-turbine governor system 108 

model; 109 
•The correctness of the proposed model is verified in the time domain and the frequency domain 110 

combined with the experimental data; 111 
•The optimum ΔT is found by analyzing the relationship between different ΔT and the characteristics 112 

of the draft tube pressure fluctuation. 113 
This paper is structured as following. In Section 2, the hydro-turbine governor system model 114 

considering the vortex rope is established. In Section 3, the proposed model is analyzed and verified in 115 
the time domain and the frequency domain, respectively, by comparing with the experimental data and 116 
the previous model. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 4. 117 
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Nomenclature  Rλ Resistance 

Abbreviations  Rd Negative impedance 

HGS Hydroelectric Generating 

 System 

μ Expansion viscosity 

MOC Method of characteristics Rμ Resistance 

TPS Thin Plate Splines Cc Capacitance 

BEP Best efficiency point δx Length of each section of the  

draft tube 

PL Part load λ Coefficient of local head loss 

VMD Variational mode 

 decomposition 

Kx Geometric divergence rate 

Parameters  µ" Expansion viscosity 

Δt Time step D1 Runner diameter 

x Length of the pipe Variables  

D Inner diameter of the pipe ΔT Guide vane closing time 

g Gravitational acceleration Q Flow rate 

f Darcy-Weisbach 

coefficient of friction 

H Water head 

α Angle between the pipe 

and water level 

v Flow velocity 

ɑ Pressure wave velocity t Time 

A Section area n0 Hydro-turbine speed 

RS Restricted coefficient of 

the surge tank 

n11 Unit speed 

AωS Area of the impedance 

hole 

Qt Hydro-turbine flow 

AS Area of the surge tank Q11 Unit flow 

ξ Coefficient of the local 

head loss 

y Guide vane opening 

J Convection term defines Mt Hydro-turbine torque 

L Inductance M11 Unit torque 
 118 

2. Mathematic modeling 119 
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The structure of the Hydroelectric Generating System (HGS) is shown in Fig. 1, which is composed 120 
of the upstream reservoir, headrace tunnel, upstream surge tank, penstock, hydroelectric generating unit, 121 
tailrace tunnel, downstream surge tank and downstream reservoir. The meanings of the parameters in Fig. 122 
1 are as follows. Parameters Qp0 and Hp0 are the flow rate and water head at the head of the headrace 123 
tunnel; parameters HS and QS are the water level in the surge tank and the flow rate from the impedance 124 
hole P to the surge tank; parameters Hp1and Qp1 are the water head and flow rate at the end of the headrace 125 
tunnel; parameters Hp2 and Qp2 are the water head and flow rate at the head of the penstock; parameters 126 
Hp and Qp are the water head and flow rate at the bottom of the surge tank; parameters Hp3, Hp4, Qp3, and 127 
Qp4 are the water head and flow rate at the bending section; parameters HpI, HpO, QpI, and QpO are the 128 
water head and flow rate at the inlet and outlet of the hydro-turbine; parameters Qpd and Hpd are the flow 129 
rate and water head at the end of the tailrace tunnel. This section proposes a nonlinear mathematical model 130 
of the hydro-turbine governor system with the cone tube of the draft tube considering the influence of the 131 
vortex rope according to the method of characteristics (MOC) and the equivalent circuit method, which 132 
is suitable for the simulation of the transition process of HGS. 133 

 134 
Fig. 1 The layout of the Hydroelectric Generating System. 135 

 136 

2.1 The headrace and penstock model 137 
The pressure pipe model describes the dynamic behavior of the pressure unsteady flow. The basic 138 

equations of the transient flow calculation for the pressure pipe are the continuum equation and movement 139 
equation, which are [26-27] 140 

.        (1) 141 

Where v is the flow velocity; H is the water head of the pipeline; x is the length of the pipe; D is the inner 142 
diameter of the pipe; g is the gravitational acceleration; f is the Darcy-Weisbach coefficient of friction; α 143 
is the angle between the pipe and water level; t is time; ɑ is the pressure wave velocity. 144 

The partial differential equations of the transient flow in the pressurized pipes are solved by MOC, 145 
which uses an undetermined coefficient λ to connect and linearly combine. 146 

           (2) 147 
Where L1 and L2 are the first and second equation of Eq. (1), respectively. 148 
From Eqs. (1) and (2): 149 
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.    (3) 150 

Letting H=H(x,t) and v=v(x,t) be the solution of the Eq. (3), so its total differential is written as: 151 

.          (4) 152 

The characteristic line equation is obtained by taking λ=±g/a and combing Eqs. (3) and (4). 153 

           (5) 154 

Along the direction of the characteristic line, the corresponding compatibility equation is obtained [28]. 155 

       (6) 156 

 157 
Fig. 2 The characteristic mesh in the x-t plane 158 

 159 
The characteristic mesh in the x-t plane is shown in Fig. 2 [26]. In the x-t plane, the characteristic 160 

lines are taken as grids (Δt is the time step and Δx is the length of pipe). The partial different equation is 161 
converted into the finite difference equation by the characteristic lines (i.e., Eq. (5)) and the corresponding 162 
compatibility equation (i.e., Eq. (6)). From Fig. 2, the state of point P at time t=t0+Δt is calculated by the 163 
state of two nodes A and B at time t=t0 through Eq. (7), which is obtained from Eqs. (5) and (6). 164 
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       (7) 165 

Where HP, HA, and HB are the water head of the point of P, A, and B, respectively; vP, vA, and vB are the 166 
flow velocity of the point of P, A, and B, respectively; Δt is the time interval; aA and aB are the pressure 167 
wave velocity of the point of A and B; CM, CN, CaA, and CaB are the intermediate variables. By simplifying 168 
the Eq. (7), the calculation formula of P point parameters is shown in Eq. (8). 169 

         (8) 170 

 171 
2.2 Boundary conditions 172 

The boundary conditions are essential in the calculation of the flow rate and the water head in the 173 
water diversion system by using MOC. The following boundary conditions are used in this study: 174 

 175 
(1) Upstream reservoir 176 

The upstream reservoir is the upper boundary of the water diversion system, ignoring the influence 177 
of the local head loss and wind waves at the inlet of the pipe on the water level, that is, the upstream 178 
reservoir water level remains constant in the transient flow process. Therefore, the upstream reservoir 179 
boundary condition is established [29]. The water head and the flow rate at the upstream boundary are 180 
calculated by Eq. (9). 181 

         (9) 182 

 183 
Where H0 is the upstream reservoir water level; const represents the constant; Ap0 is the section area at 184 
the head of the headrace tunnel; Qp0 and Hp0 are the flow rate and water head at the head of the headrace 185 
tunnel. 186 
 187 
(2) Surge tank 188 

The type of the surge tank selected in this study is the impedance surge tank, which is composed by 189 
the upstream P1 and downstream P2 sections of the surge tank, the section S in the surge chamber and the 190 
pressure pipe section P at the position of the surge tank [30-31]. 191 
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 192 
Fig. 3 The schematic diagram of the impedance surge tank. HS is the water level of the surge tank; S represents the 193 
section of the surge tank; P represents the pressure pipe section at the position of the surge tank; P1 and P2 represent the 194 
upstream and downstream sections of the surge tank, respectively. 195 
 196 

The upstream and downstream sections of the surge tank satisfy c+ and c- equation, which are shown 197 
in Eq. (10), respectively. 198 

           (10) 199 

Where vp1 and Hp1 are the flow velocity and the water head at point P1; vp2 and Hp2 are the flow velocity 200 
and the water head at point P2. The water head and the flow rate in the surge tank meet Eq. (11). 201 

         (11) 202 

Where AωS is the area of the impedance hole; RS is the restricted coefficient of the surge tank, Rs=1/(2g203 
φ); φ generally changes in the internal [0.6,0.8]; AS is the area of the surge tank; HS is the water level 204 
in the surge tank; QS is the flow rate from the impedance hole P to the surge tank; Hp is the flow rate at 205 
the impedance hole P; Qp1, Qp2, and Qp are the flow rate of the point of P1, P2, and P. Combining Eqs. 206 
(10) and (11), the water head and flow rate at the surge tank are obtained. 207 
 208 
(3) Bending section 209 

The penstock contains two bending sections in this study. The boundary condition at the bending 210 
section is obtained as follows[32]. The front and rear sections of the bending section meet c+ and c- 211 
equation shown in Eq. (12), respectively. 212 

          (12) 213 

Where Hp31 and vp31 are the water head and the flow velocity in front of the bending section; Hp32 and 214 
vp32 are the water head and the flow velocity after the bending section. 215 
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The bending section also satisfies the flow and water head balance equation as shown in Eq. (13). 216 

          (13) 217 

Where ξ is the coefficient of the local head loss. Combining Eqs. (12) and (13), the water head and the 218 
flow rate at the bending section are obtained. 219 
 220 
(4) Hydro-turbine 221 

The flow rate and torque for the hydro-turbine transition process are calculated by the hydro-turbine 222 
characteristic curve, which is generally in part of the data through the interpolation or fitting method. Thin 223 
Plate Splines (TPS) is a point-based nonlinear transformation method[33-34], which has the clear physical 224 
significance. It describes the rigid transformation similar to the metal sheet. The interpolation problem is 225 
simulated as the bending deformation of a thin metal plate under the constraint of point, and the 226 
deformation energy is represented by an algebraic expression. Therefore, for the above problems, TPS 227 
interpolation is used to calculate the hydro-turbine flow rate and torque. 228 

The hydro-turbine flow rate at the inlet is approximately equal to the hydro-turbine flow rate. The 229 
water head at the inlet and outlet satisfies c+ and c- equation, respectively. So, the hydro-turbine boundary 230 
condition is established and the water head and flow rate at the inlet and outlet of the hydro-turbine are 231 
calculated by Eq. (14). 232 

          (14) 233 

Where ApI and Ap0 represent the pipe cross section area at the inlet and outlet of the hydro-turbine, 234 
respectively; HpI, HpO, QpI, and QpO are the water head and flow rate at the inlet and outlet of the hydro-235 
turbine; Qt is the hydro-turbine flow rate. 236 
 237 
(5) Downstream reservoir 238 

The flow velocity at the downstream reservoir is relatively small. Thus, the kinetic energy loss and 239 
local head loss are ignored. The boundary condition of the downstream reservoir is established as shown 240 
below[32]. Therefore, the water head and the flow rate at the downstream boundary are calculated by Eq. 241 
(15). 242 
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Where Hd is the downstream reservoir water level; Apd is the section area at the end of the tailrace tunnel; 244 
Qpd and Hpd are the flow rate and the water head at the end of the tailrace tunnel. 245 
 246 
2.3 The cone tube of the draft tube model 247 

 248 
(a)             (b)                      249 

Fig. 4 The Schematic diagram of the cone tube of the draft tube model (a) [35] and its equivalent circuit diagram (b). 250 
 251 

Fig. 4(a) shows the schematic diagram of the cone tube of the draft tube according to [35]. As this 252 
part of the pipe is a geometric divergence tube, the cone model is equivalent to the electric circuit shown 253 
in Fig. 4(b). The equivalent electrical circuit has been obtained considering the continuity equation, the 254 
momentum equation and the convection term [25, 35]. The convection term defines J; the fluid inertia 255 
represents the inductance L and the energy loss is modeled by the resistance Rλ, respectively. The effect 256 
of the pipe geometry on the pressure change (geometric dissipation) is equivalent to the negative 257 
impedance Rd; the dissipation due to the expansion viscosity μ is equivalent to the resistance Rμ; the 258 
cavitation flexibility, which is equivalent to the capacitance Cc, is used to express the effect of the 259 
divergent geometry on the damping. Therefore, the module models of the equivalent circuit are as follows: 260 

.       (16) 261 

Where δx is the length of each section of the draft tube; g is the acceleration of gravity; A is the cross-262 
sectional area of the section; λ is the coefficient of local head loss; Q is the flow rate; D is the pipe 263 
diameter; Kx=∂A/∂x is the geometric divergence rate of the draft tube cross section along the x direction; 264 
Lp is the total length of the cone tube; a is the velocity of water striking wave; ρ is the density of water; 265 
µ" is the expansion viscosity. 266 

The cavitation spiral vortices are equivalent to an external forcing function of the system and the 267 
integration of an additional voltage source in each electrical grid under the partial load. The voltage source 268 
is a momentum source corresponding to the force generated by the vortex [35]. Because the equivalent 269 
circuit of each section of the tube cone is similar, only one section of the water head and the flow 270 
calculation formula is listed. Based on Kirchhoff’s voltage law and Eq. (16), the equivalent circuit model 271 
of the one-dimension draft tube model is as bellow. Therefore, the water head and flow rate of the draft 272 
tube are calculated by Eq. (17). 273 
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   (17) 274 

Where Q1 and Q2 are the upper and lower flow rate in the first section of the draft tube; h1, h2, and h1+1/2 275 
are the upper, middle, and lower water head in the first section, respectively; J1 and J2 are the upper and 276 
lower convection term in the first section. 277 

The method proposed in this study improves the model of the one-dimensional hydro-turbine 278 
governor system. The one-dimensional model does not simulate the signal of the high frequency part of 279 
the draft tube pressure fluctuation, and the simulation accuracy of the vortex rope excitation information 280 
is relatively low compared with the three-dimensional model. However, the three-dimensional model 281 
requires a lot of parameters and is difficult to connect with the hydro-turbine governor system. The 282 
purpose of this study is to consider the effect of the draft tube vortex rope on the hydro-turbine governor 283 
system. Therefore, this study proposes a one-dimensional hydro-turbine governor system model 284 
considering vortex rope excitation. 285 
2.3 The calculation flow during a transition process for HGS 286 

A transition process is the process that HGS goes through when moves from one steady state to 287 
another. Because the transition process calculation involves the knowledge of the initial steady state of 288 
HGS, this study divides the transition process calculation into two parts: the steady state calculation and 289 
the transition process calculation. 290 

 291 
2.3.1 The steady state condition  292 

Calculating the initial steady state of the system is indispensable to accurately calculate the transition 293 
process for HGS. The upstream and downstream water level, the boundary conditions of the pipe, the unit 294 
speed n0 and the hydro-turbine head initial value ht are given, and the guide vane opening y is set as a 295 
constant value. Based on the initial parameters, an iteration steps procedure is adopted as follows [36]:  296 

Step 1: From the turbine head ht, the unit speed n0 and the runner diameter D1, the unit flow Q11 and 297 
the turbine flow Qt are obtained by n11=n0D1/√ht, the hydro-turbine characteristic curve (Q11=f (n11, y)) 298 
and Qt=Q11D2 

1√ht; 299 
Step 2: The water head HpI and HpO at the inlet and outlet of the hydro-turbine are obtained by using 300 

MOC and the one-dimension draft tube model to solve the pipe parameters. The hydro-turbine head Ht is 301 
calculated as: Ht=HpI-HpO; 302 

Step 3: If |(ht-Ht)/Ht|≤ Ɛ, the hydro-turbine head Ht meets the required accuracy (Ɛ) and the iterative 303 

procedure is terminated; otherwise set ht=(ht+Ht)/2 and return to Step 2.  304 
The flow chart of the initial condition calculation is shown in Fig. 5(a). 305 
 306 

2.3.2 The transition process  307 
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From a steady state condition, the HGS is enter into a transition process if some parameters are 308 
modified (i.e. the guide vane opening y). The guide vane opening y is modeled as a time-dependent 309 
function to simulate the guide vane movement. The transition process is identified using the following 310 
iterative procedure [36]: 311 

Step 1: Set the initial values of the hydro-turbine water head Hp and speed np; 312 
Step 2: Calculate the unit speed n11=npD1/√Hp; 313 
Step 3: Compute the unit flow rate Q11 and the hydro-turbine flow rate Qt from Q11=f (n11, y) and 314 

Qt=Q11D2 
1√ht; 315 

Step 4: HpI and HpO at the inlet and outlet of the hydro-turbine are obtained according to MOC and 316 
the draft tube model; the updated hydro-turbine water head Ht is obtained according to Ht=HpI-HpO; 317 

Step 5: If |(Hp-Ht)/Ht|≤ξ1, the desired accuracy for the water head is reached; otherwise set 318 
Hp=Hp+α(Ht-Hp) and return to Step 1; 319 

Step 6: Compute the unit torque M11 from M11=f (n11, y), and the torque Mt from Mt=M11D3 
1Ht; 320 

Step 7: If |(np-nt)/nt|≤ξ2, the hydro-turbine speed nt has been calculated with the desired accuracy; 321 
otherwise set np=np+β(nt-np) and return to Step 1. If meet, solve the model of the water diversion system 322 
and draft tube; 323 

Step 8: Increment the time as t=t+Δt and repeat the above steps until the end of the transition process. 324 
The flow chart of the transition process calculation is shown in Fig. 5(b). 325 
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 326 
(a)                                 (b)                              327 

Fig. 5 The flow chart of the steady state calculation (a) and the transition process calculation (b). 328 
 329 

3. The model validation 330 
The model is validated using the experiment data provided by Norwegian University of Science and 331 

Technology under the Francis-99 workshop series [37]. In view of the actual layout of the hydraulic 332 
laboratory, a nonlinear model of HGS with one tunnel for one unit including the cone tube of the draft 333 
tube (Model I) is established by the method proposed in this study. Similarly, the model without the cone 334 
tube of the draft tube (Model II) is established regarding the draft tube cone as a straight tube. Both Model 335 
I and Model II are used to simulate the load reduction. The simulation results of Model I and Model II 336 
are compared against the results of the laboratory experiment to verify the correctness of the model 337 
established in this study. Finally, the optimum ΔT is found by analyzing the relationship between the 338 
different ΔT and the characteristics of the draft tube pressure fluctuation. 339 

 340 
3.1 The experimental parameters and characteristic curve processing 341 
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The test rig used (Fig. 6) for this model validation work is located at the Water Power Laboratory, 342 
Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway. The hydro-turbine, operating 343 
with an open loop circuit, is scaled down from prototype 1:5.1 [38]. Besides the runner with a total of 15 344 
splitters and 15 full length blades, the model includes 14 stay vanes inside the volute casing, 28 guide 345 
vanes and an elbow draft tube. Fig.7 [37] shows the sensor locations in the cone tube of the draft tube and 346 
the comprehensive characteristic curve is shown in Fig. 8 [37]. 347 

The experimental data of the load reduction are used to verify the established numerical model. Both 348 
the experiment and the simulation use a constant speed which of 332.59 rpm. The guide vane opening 349 
adopts a one-step closing strategy. Besides, the initial parameters under the best efficiency point (BEP) 350 
condition are shown in Table 1 [37]. Based on these conditions, the load change is initiated going from 351 
BEP to part load (PL). 352 

Table 1 The initial parameters under best efficiency point conditions [37]. 353 

 354 

 355 
Fig. 6 The schematic diagram of the experimental equipment [37]. 356 

 357 
 358 
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 359 
Fig. 7 The sensor locations in the draft tube cone [37].          Fig. 8 The comprehensive characteristic curve of 360 

the hydro-turbine model [37]. 361 
 362 

Based on TPS interpolation, the comprehensive characteristic curve in Fig.8 is transformed and the 363 
results are shown in Fig. 9. Variables n11, M11, Q11 and y in Fig. 9 represent the unit speed, torque, flow 364 
rate of the hydro-turbine and guide vane, respectively. 365 

 366 
Fig. 9 The characteristics of the hydro-turbine flow and torque. 367 

From Fig. 9, the unit flow and torque corresponding to the different guide vane and different unit 368 
speed are expanded in the three-dimensional space to provide a reasonable data base for the subsequent 369 
transition process. 370 

 371 
3.2 Model I vs experiment data 372 

The adopted parameters of Model I are shown in Table 2. A one-stage closing law is adopted and the 373 
guide vane closing time and the total simulation time are 2.43s and 10s, respectively. The simulation step 374 
used is 0.002s. 375 

Inlet DT5 DT6

Draft tube cone
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Table 2 The parameters of Model I. 376 

 377 
 378 

The load reduction simulation of Model Ⅰ is carried out based on the above premise, and the water 379 
head, the inlet water head and the flow results are compared with the experimental results. The results are 380 
shown in Fig. 10 and Table 3. 381 

    382 
(a) The hydro-turbine water head comparison diagram.    (b) The hydro-turbine inlet water head comparison diagram. 383 
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 384 
(c) The hydro-turbine flow comparison diagram. 385 

Fig. 10 The comparison diagram of Model Ⅰ simulation results and experimental results. 386 
 387 

Table 3 The comparison of Model Ⅰ simulation results and experimental results for the water head, the inlet water head 388 
and the flow rate. 389 

 390 
Fig. 10 (a) shows the comparison of the results obtained from Model Ⅰ and the experimental results 391 

of the hydro-turbine water head during the load reduction. The Model I is able to reproduce the water 392 
head consistently with the experimental data, although it is possible to notice that the start time of the 393 
water head change in the simulation occurs earlier than the experimental results, which is caused by three 394 
reasons: the assumption errors, the internal flow field characteristics and as well the possible experimental 395 
errors. First, the simulation assumes that the fluid is a continuous medium, and each physical quantity 396 
changes continuously. Therefore, when the guide vane changes suddenly, the water head also changes 397 
simultaneously in the simulation. Second, the flow field characteristics in the hydro-turbine changes 398 
because of the eddy current when the guide vane opening changes, which hinder the change of the water 399 
head in the experiment. Finally, there is a delay when the experimental equipment records the data. The 400 
above reasons cause the start time of the water head change in the simulation is earlier than the 401 
experimental results. From Fig.10 (a) and Table 3, comparing the experimental data, the initial simulated 402 
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water head is 11.97m after 1s stable condition calculation, which is basically consistent with the 403 
experimental data (i.e., 11.94m). The simulation error is 0.25%. From 1s to 3.43s, the system enters the 404 
transition process. As the guide vanes are closed, the simulated water head gradually increases to 12.91m, 405 
which is higher than the maximum experimental water head (i.e., 12.5m). The simulation error is 3.28%. 406 
From 3.43s to 6s, the guide vane stops action and the opening remains unchanged. The simulated water 407 
head decreases from 12.91m to 12.16m, and the experimental water head decreases from 12.5m to 12.21 408 
m. After 6s, the system basically enters a stable operation state. At the end of 10s, the simulated water 409 
head stabilizes to 12.19m, which is basically consistent with the experimental inlet water head (i.e., 410 
12.16m). The simulation error is 0.25%. In general, the simulation value error of the water head is within 411 
±3.3%, so the Model I is reliable for simulating the water head of the hydro-turbine in the transition 412 
process. 413 

Fig. 10 (b) shows the results for the hydro-turbine inlet water head during the load reduction. The 414 
inlet water head of Model I is again in general agreement with the experimental data, but again the start 415 
time of the inlet water head change in the simulation is also earlier than the experimental results. The 416 
reasons are the same as the three reasons causing the water head error. From Fig. 10 (b) and Table 3, 417 
comparing the experimental data, the initial simulated inlet water head is 22.06m after 1s stable operation, 418 
which is slightly higher than the experimental result (i.e., 22.01m) and the error is 0.23%. From 1s to 419 
3.43s, the system enters the transition process. As the guide vanes are closed, the simulated inlet water 420 
head gradually increases to 22.96m, which is higher than the experimental maximum value of 22.53m. 421 
The simulation error is 1.9%. From 3.43s to 6s, the guide vane stops action and the opening remains 422 
unchanged. The simulated inlet water head decreases to 22.23m. Correspondingly, the experimental inlet 423 
water head decreases to 22.32m. After 6s, the system basically enters a stable operation state. At the end 424 
of 10s, the simulation inlet water head stabilizes to 22.24m, which is basically consistent with the 425 
experimental inlet water head (i.e., 22.27m). The simulation error is 0.13%. In general, the simulation 426 
value error of the inlet water head is within ±2%, so the Model I is reliable for simulating the inlet water 427 
head of the hydro-turbine in the transition process. 428 

Fig. 10 (c) shows the comparison of the Model Ⅰ simulation results and the experimental results of 429 
the hydro-turbine flow rate during the load reduction. From Fig.10 (c), the flow rate of Model I is basically 430 
consistent with the experimental data, but the start time of the flow rate change in the simulation is also 431 
earlier than the experimental results. The reasons are the same as the three reasons causing the water head 432 
error. From Fig. 10 (c) and Table 3, comparing the experimental data, the initial simulated flow rate is 433 
0.21m3/s after 1s stable operation, which is slightly higher than the experimental result (i.e., 0.2m3/s) and 434 
the error is 5%. From 1s to 3.43s, the system enters the transition process. As the guide vanes are closed, 435 
the simulated flow rate decreases to 0.16 m3/s. From 3.43s to 4s, the guide vane stops action and the 436 
opening remains unchanged. The simulated flow rate is reduced from 0.16 m3/s to 0.148 m3/s. In the 437 
process of the flow rate reduction, the rate of the simulated flow rate change is higher than that of the 438 
experimental flow rate change. The reason is that there is a certain error between the characteristic curve 439 
processed by TPS interpolation and the real dynamic characteristics of the hydro-turbine. Besides, the 440 
control of the flow rate in the experiment also affects the rate of the flow rate change. At the end of 10s, 441 
the simulation flow rate stabilizes to 0.148 m3/s, which is basically consistent with the experimental flow 442 
rate (i.e., 0.15 m3/s). The simulation error is 1.35%. In general, the simulation value error of the flow rate 443 
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is within ±5%, so the Model I is reliable for simulating the flow rate of the hydro-turbine in the transition 444 
process. 445 

In general, the simulation value error of the flow rate is within ±5%. Model I can be considered a 446 
reliable model for simulating the flow rate of the hydro-turbine in the transition process. From the above 447 
analysis, the simulation value errors of the water head, the inlet water head and the flow rate for Model Ⅰ 448 
are within ±3.3%, ±2% and ±5%, respectively showing the correctness of Model Ⅰ. 449 
 450 
3.3 Model Ⅰ vs Model II & experiment data 451 

The results of Model I and Model II are analyzed in the time and frequency domain to verify that 452 
Model I is more practical than Model II. 453 

 454 
3.3.1 The time domain validation 455 

The results of Model I and Model II are normalized based on the rated pressure to compare the 456 
pressure fluctuation at the draft tube inlet. The results are divided into Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3, 457 
according to the state of the guide vane. The time-domain diagram of the normalized pressure for the 458 
simulation (Model I & Model II) and the experiment is show in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 shows the amplitude of 459 
the normalized pressure. 460 

 461 

 462 
Fig.11 The time-domain diagram of the normalized pressure at the draft tube for Model I, Model II and the experiment. 463 
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 464 
Fig. 12 The amplitude of the normalized pressure at the draft tube for Model I, Model II and the experiment. 465 
From Fig. 11 it can be seen that the normalized pressure of Model I and Model II are both higher 466 

than the experimental data after 1s stable operation. The reason is that the simulations use the constant 467 
reservoir boundary conditions, while this cannot be guaranteed during the experiments. In addition, the 468 
setting of the friction coefficient of the simulation model is different from that of the laboratory 469 
experiment, which leads to the difference between the initial value of the simulation and the experiment. 470 
From 1s to 3.43s (i.e., Phase 1), the guide vane is closed and the simulated normalized pressure of Model 471 
I and Model II are both decreased, which are consistent with the experimental data. But the reduction of 472 
Model I is larger than the experimental results. This is mainly because the local backflow occurs at the 473 
measuring point during the experiment, resulting in the local pressure rise. The simulation does not 474 
simulate this phenomenon. From 3.43s to 4.3s (i.e., Phase 2), the guide vane stops action and the inlet 475 
pressure of the draft tube rises rapidly to dynamic equilibrium. The simulated inlet pressure of Model I 476 
rises faster compared with the experiment. This is mainly because the simulation does not simulate the 477 
effect of the internal flow field characteristics. After 4.3s (i.e., Phase 3), the pressure fluctuation tends to 478 
be dynamically balanced, and the internal flow field is also dynamically stable. From Fig. 11, the 479 
simulation result of Model II is quite different from the experiment, while the simulation result of Model 480 
I is basically consistent with the experiment in terms of the value and the trend.  481 

From Fig. 12, in Phase 1, the amplitudes of the normalized pressure for experiment and Model I are 482 
basically equal, which are 1.92 and 1.91, but Model II result is 0.8. In Phase 2, the amplitudes of the 483 
normalized pressure for experiment, Model I and Model II are 1.73, 1.05 and 0.78, respectively. In Phase 484 
3, the amplitudes of the normalized pressure for experiment and Model I are basically equal, which are 485 
2.41 and 2.05, but Model II result is 0.9. Therefore, Model 1 is closer to the experiment than Model 2 486 
from the perspective of the amplitude of the normalized pressure.  487 

In summary, the simulation result of Model I reflects the pressure changes at the draft tube inlet in 488 
terms of the value and the trend during the transition process, compared the experimental results. 489 
However, Model II can only calculate the mean pressure at the draft tube inlet, which does not reflect the 490 
actual situation. Therefore, the calculation results of Model I are closer to the experimental results than 491 
those of Model II at the draft tube inlet in the time domain. 492 

 493 
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3.3.2 The frequency domain validation 494 
The simulation data and the experimental data are compared in the frequency domain by using the 495 

variational mode decomposition (VMD) to further study the vortex rope excitation characteristics and 496 
verify the applicability of Model I. The corresponding time-frequency spectrogram are obtained in Figs. 497 
13, 14 and 15. 498 
 499 

 500 
(a) 501 

 502 
(b)            (c)       503 
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 504 
(d)            (e)       505 

Fig. 13 The time-frequency spectrum of the vortex rope excitation for the experiment in the different frequency bands. 506 
 507 

Fig. 13 shows the time-frequency spectrum of the vortex rope excitation for the experiment. Fig. 13 508 
(a) is the time-frequency spectrum including all frequency components. Fig. 13 (b), (c), (d), and (e) are 509 
the time-frequency spectra of the high frequency signal, the low frequency signal, the upstream and 510 
downstream standing waves, respectively. Fig. 13 (a) shows all characteristic information of the vortex 511 
rope excitation in the whole frequency band. This subsection selects some typical frequency bands for the 512 
specific description to further study the vortex rope excitation characteristics. Fig. 13 (b) is the time-513 
frequency spectrum of the high frequency signal with a center frequency of 30.27fn (fn is the rotational 514 
frequency, 5.5Hz) [39-40], and the frequency fluctuation range is 29.69fn to 30.82fn. With the closing of 515 
the guide vane, the internal flow field of the hydro-turbine changes, causing the blade resonance. In this 516 
frequency band, the energy fluctuation range is 0~0.04. Fig. 13 (c) is the time-frequency spectrum of the 517 
low frequency signal. Within 1s~1.69s, the guide vane is closed. The vortex rope is very small, and the 518 
effect of the vortex rope excitation is not obvious due to the influence of the flow inertia. The frequency 519 
band is wide under the vortex rope excitation, but the energy fluctuation range in the frequency band is 520 
small, which is 0~0.18. Within 1.69s~3.43s, the guide vane continues to close, and the vortex rope 521 
develops rapidly. The frequency fluctuation changes irregularly under the vortex rope excitation, and the 522 
energy fluctuation range is 0~0.28. Within 3.43s~4.3s, the vortex rope continues to develop, the frequency 523 
fluctuation under the vortex rope excitation decreases, and the energy fluctuation range is 0~0.6. 524 
Specifically, the high-energy frequency band is mainly concentrated in 0~1.09Hz. Within 4.3s~10s, the 525 
vortex rope develops to a stable state when the guide vane stops closing, and the vortex rope excitation 526 
presents the regular periodic frequency fluctuations. The energy fluctuation range is 0~0.8, and the high-527 
energy frequency band is mainly concentrated in 0.23~2.4Hz. Fig. 13 (d) is the time-frequency spectrum 528 
of the upstream standing wave with a center frequency of 15.8Hz (2.87fn). The energy fluctuation occurs 529 
from 3.18s to 7.41s with the range of 0~0.58, and the frequency fluctuation range is 2.27fn to 3.46fn. The 530 
energy fluctuation period is different from the guide vane closing period (1~3.43s). The reason is that the 531 
fluctuation of the hydraulic excitation increases due to the closing of the guide vane. And it takes time for 532 
the energy to be transferred along the pipe to the draft tube inlet. Fig. 13 (e) is the time-frequency spectrum 533 
of the downstream standing wave with a center frequency of 41.8Hz (7.6fn). The frequency fluctuation 534 
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with the low energy (0~0.14) and the wide frequency band appears in the downstream standing wave from 535 
2.29s~4.15s. The frequency fluctuation period is different from the guide vane closing period. The reason 536 
is the same as the reason causing the difference between the energy fluctuation period and the guide vane 537 
closing period in Fig. 13 (d). 538 

The above frequencies include the high frequency components, which do not be simulated by the 539 
one-dimensional simulation model. Model I mainly focuses on the vortex rope in the draft tube, and the 540 
frequency of the vortex rope is mainly concentrated in (1/6~1/2) fn [39-40], which is the low frequency 541 
components. Therefore, the time-frequency analyses are conducted on the simulation results of Model Ⅰ 542 
and Model Ⅱ in the low frequency to verify the superiority and reliability of Model Ⅰ. 543 
 544 

 545 
Fig. 14 The time-frequency spectrum of the normalized pressure at the draft tube for Model I in the low frequency. 546 

 547 
Fig. 14 shows the time-frequency spectrum of the normalized pressure at the draft tube for Model I. 548 

The three phases in Fig. 14 are analyzed respectively.  549 
In Phase 1 (1s~3.43s), the hydro-turbine governor system is in the transitional process, because of 550 

the closing of the guide vane. The hydraulic excitation changes sharply and the vortex rope appears. 551 
Specifically, from 1s~1.4s, the vortex rope is very small. The time-frequency domain information of each 552 
frequency band changes little, and the energy fluctuation range is 0~0.39. Therefore, the vortex rope 553 
excitation is in the stage of the slow change. From 1.4s~3.43s, the wake vortex zone is developing rapidly. 554 
The time-frequency domain information of the lower frequency band becomes change, and the energy 555 
fluctuation range is 0~0.77. Therefore, the vortex rope excitation is in the stage of the rapid change. 556 

In Phase 2 (3.43s~4.3s), the vortex rope excitation energy of each frequency band decreases, because 557 
the guide vane stops closing. From Fig. 14, the upper frequency band affected by the precession frequency 558 
of the vortex rope shows the large frequency fluctuation, which increases rapidly from 1.6Hz to 2.06Hz 559 
and then returns to 1.56Hz. And the energy fluctuation range is 0~0.23. The frequency of the lower 560 
frequency band decreases slowly from 0.29Hz to 0.067Hz, and the energy decreases rapidly from 0.57 to 561 
0.08. The reason is that the vortex rope excitation is transitioning from the unstable state to the stable 562 
state. 563 
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In Phase 3 (4.3s~10s), all hydraulic excitations are in equilibrium, and the vortex rope also maintains 564 
a stable development shape. The time-frequency domain information of each frequency band shows the 565 
stable frequency fluctuation. The frequency fluctuations of the upper and lower frequency band are 566 
1.6Hz~1.66Hz and 0.01Hz~0.16Hz, respectively. This shows that the vortex rope excitation at the draft 567 
tube inlet is in a stable periodic fluctuation stage. 568 

From the above analysis, Model I basically reflects the vortex rope excitation in the frequency 569 
domain. 570 

 571 

 572 
Fig. 15 The time-frequency spectrum of the normalized pressure at the draft tube for Model II in the low frequency. 573 
 574 
From Fig. 15, the frequency of the high-energy section for Model II is 0Hz, indicating that the vortex 575 

rope excitation is a constant value (i.e., 11.2) of energy. And there are no characteristic frequency bands 576 
such as the vortex rope precession frequency and its harmonics in the whole frequency band. These 577 
characteristics are different from the actual situation of the vortex rope excitation in the transition process. 578 
Therefore, Model II do not reflect the characteristic information of the vortex rope excitation in the 579 
frequency domain. 580 

The comparisons of the maximum frequency and maximum energy fluctuation for different methods 581 
in the load reduction are shown in Table 4 to further quantify and compare the performance of different 582 
methods in the frequency domain. 583 

 584 
Table 4 The comparison of the maximum frequency and maximum energy fluctuation for different methods in the 585 

load reduction. The maximum frequency is defined as Fmax, and the maximum energy fluctuation is defined as EFmax. 586 

 Experiment Model Ⅰ Model Ⅱ 

EFmax 0.8 0.77 11.2 

Fmax (Hz) 2.4 2.06 0 
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As shown in Table 4, the results of experiment, Model Ⅰ and Ⅱ show that EFmax in the low frequency 587 
are 0.8, 0.77 and 0, respectively, and Fmax in the low frequency are 2.4Hz, 2.06Hz and 11.2Hz, 588 
respectively. The results of Model Ⅰ are close to those of experiment in the frequency domain, which 589 
reflect the vortex rope excitation, while Model Ⅱ do not reflect this excitation. Therefore, Model Ⅰ is more 590 
practical in the frequency domain. 591 

In summary, Model Ⅰ is more suitable for the actual situation than Model II in both time and frequency 592 
domain. 593 
3.4 The effect of the guide vane closing time on the draft tube pressure fluctuation 594 

This subsection studies the relationship between the guide vane closing time (ΔT) and the draft tube 595 
pressure fluctuation during the load reduction to reduce the influence of the pressure fluctuation on the 596 
unit. The guide vane closing law follows the previous linear closing law. The evolution process and 597 
contour map between ΔT and the normalized pressure fluctuation at the draft tube inlet are shown in Fig. 598 
16. 599 

 600 

   601 
(a)          (b)        602 

Fig. 16 The evolution process (a) and contour map (b) between different the guide vane closing time ΔT and the 603 
normalized pressure fluctuation at the draft tube inlet. 604 

From Fig. 16 (a) and (b), when ΔT ≤ 1.60s, the pressure fluctuation at the draft tube inlet is severe 605 
and the amplitude is large, because of the fast guide vane closing speed. When ΔT ≥ 1.60s, the pressure 606 
fluctuation is in the development stage during the guide vane closing time, and forms a stable fluctuation 607 
form after the guide vane stops. Furthermore, the longer ΔT is, the more stable the development stage of 608 
the pressure fluctuation is, and the smaller the value of the vacuum at the draft tube inlet is. However, the 609 
vacuum degree decreases slowly with the continuous increase of ΔT. In summary, properly increasing ΔT 610 
is beneficial to reducing the pressure fluctuation at the draft tube inlet, but continuously increasing ΔT 611 
does not have much effect on reducing the pressure fluctuation. The optimum ΔT is between 1.93s and 612 
3.3s in this study. 613 
 614 
4. Conclusions 615 

Hydropower plays an important role in energy system due to its flexible regulation. With the large-616 
scale wind power and photoelectric power connected to the power grid, hydropower units need frequent 617 
operation conversion and often operate under the off-design conditions to balance the power fluctuation. 618 
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The hydro-turbine governor system is affected by the draft tube vortex rope when hydropower units 619 
operate under the off-design conditions. Therefore, it is very important to study the hydro-turbine 620 
governor system considering the vortex rope excitation. 621 

This study revises the calculation method of the water head at the draft tube inlet and applies it to 622 
the hydro-turbine governor system model. The correctness and applicability of Model I is verified by 623 
comparing against the experiment results in the time domain and frequency domain. Based on Model I, 624 
the optimum guide vane closing time ΔT is found by analyzing the relationship between different ΔT and 625 
the draft tube pressure fluctuation. The main conclusions are as follows: 626 
•The inlet water head error, the water head error and the flow rate error of Model Ⅰ are within ± 627 

3.3%, ± 2% and ± 5%, respectively, compared with the experimental results in the time domain. 628 
•Model Ⅰ reflects the pressure change at the draft tube inlet in terms of the value and the trend during 629 

the transition process, compared with the experimental results in the time domain. However, Model II can 630 
only calculate the mean pressure at the draft tube inlet. 631 
•The results of experiment, Model Ⅰ and Ⅱ show that EFmax in the low frequency are 0.8, 0.77 and 632 

0, respectively, and Fmax in the low frequency are 2.4Hz, 2.06Hz and 11.2Hz, respectively. The results 633 
of Model Ⅰ are close to those of experiment in the frequency domain, which reflect the vortex rope 634 
excitation, while Model Ⅱ do not reflect this excitation. The correctness and applicability of Model Ⅰ are 635 
verified by comparing the results of Model II and experiment. 636 

Based on the above conclusions, the hydro-turbine governor system model should consider the 637 
vortex rope excitation, which is close to the actual situation. Although the hydro-turbine governor system 638 
model proposed in this study improved the previous model, this model still has some limitations. For 639 
example, this one-dimensional model does not simulate the signal of the high frequency part of the draft 640 
tube pressure fluctuation, and the simulation accuracy of the vortex rope excitation information is 641 
relatively low compared with the three-dimensional model. These limitations should be considered in 642 
future studies. Finally, the model proposed in this study promotes the development of the hydro-turbine 643 
governor system model, and help to further study the influence of the draft tube pressure fluctuation on 644 
the transient characteristics of the hydropower systems. 645 
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